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	CCDA: Cisco Certified Design Associate Study Guide, Second Edition (Exam 640-861), 9780782142006 (0782142001), Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s revised CCDA exam, 640-861.  This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of every CCDA exam objective
	Practical information on Cisco design solutions
	Hundreds of challenging practice questions


Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:

	Gathering and evaluating information regarding current and future network requirements
	Identifying possible opportunities for network performance improvement
	Evaluating solutions for meeting IP addressing, routing protocol, and network management needs
	Incorporating equipment and technology within a campus design
	Applying the Enterprise Composite Network Model
	Addressing the issues of delivering voice traffic over a data network
	Evaluating solutions for compliance with SAFE architecture
	Developing implementation, prototype testing, and verification plans
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Angels Don't Play This haarp: Advances in Tesla TechnologyEarthpulse Press, 1995
The U. S. Government has a new ground-based "Star Wars" weapon which is being tested in the remote bush country of Alaska. This new system manipulates the environment in a way which can:

• Disrupt human mental processes.
• Jam all global communications systems.
• Change weather patterns over large...

		

Game Character Creation with Blender and UnitySybex, 2012

	A complete guide to creating usable, realistic game characters with two powerful tools


	Creating viable game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a...


		

PHP & MySQL For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2009

	Here's what Web designers need to know to create dynamic, database-driven Web sites


	To be on the cutting edge, Web sites need to serve up HTML, CSS, and products specific to the needs of different customers using different browsers. An effective e-commerce site gathers information about users and provides information they need...





	

Exploring Expect: A Tcl-based Toolkit for Automating Interactive ProgramsO'Reilly, 1994
Written by the author of Expect, this is the first book to explain how this part of the UNIX toolbox can be used to automate Telnet, FTP, passwd, rlogin, and hundreds of other interactive applications.  Based on Tcl (Tool Command Language), Expect lets you automate interactive applications that have previously been extremely difficult to handle...


		

How to Pass Selection Tests: Essential Preparation for Numerical, Verbal, Clerical and IT TestsKogan Page, 2010

	
		How to Pass Selection Tests will help anyone who faces employers' tests, providing expert advice and practice material.

		

		The first part of the book advises candidates on the different types of test, why they are used, how to prepare for them, how to develop a successful test strategy, and how to deal with...



		

Oxidative Stress in Aquatic EcosystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are  increasingly appreciated as down-stream effectors of cellular damage and dysfunction under natural and anthropogenic stress scenarios in aquatic systems. This comprehensive volume describes oxidative stress phenomena in different climatic zones and groups of organisms, taking into account specific...
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